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EXISTING MACADAMIA NUT TREES (TYPICAL)
- MISCELLANEOUS SYMBOLS
  - MCC (Motor Control/STARTER)
  - PNEUMATIC EJECTOR, ENGINE
  - INSTRUMENTATION SYMBOLS
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOLS
  - ACTUATORS/MOTORS/POWER
  - INSTRUMENTATION SYMBOLS
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOLS
  - VALVES
  - FUNCTION SYMBOLS
  - LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY MODIFIERS FOR SHARED DISPLAY, PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
  - INTEGRAL INSTRUMENT
  - CLOSE COUPLED INSTRUMENT
  - SEPARATE OR REMOTE MOUNTED INSTRUMENT
  - SEPARATE OR REMOTE MOUNTED INSTRUMENT
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - MULTI VARIABLE INSTRUMENT
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL
  - PRIMARY ELEMENT SYMBOL

- GENERAL NOTES:
  1. THIS DRAWING IS GENERAL IN NATURE. SOME SYMBOLS AND IDENTIFICATIONS SHOWN HEREIN MAY NOT BE USED ON THE CONTRACT DRAWINGS.
  2. SYMBOLS ARE ARRANGED ON SPECIFIC DRAWINGS AND IN CATEGORIES FOR CONVENIENCE ONLY. SYMBOLS MAY BE USED ON ANY OF THE CONTRACT DRAWINGS.
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These drawings were prepared for submission to EPA in July 2021 to provide a general understanding of the project concept and are not intended to reflect design requirements.